
APPLICATION
Series for offices, museums, commercial areas, schools, retails shops, restaurants...
FEATURES
Built in isolated Driver double isolation,Khun, Lifud, Eaglerise other options available
Dimmable 0-10V, Triac , Dali as an option
Input Voltage/ Voltaje AC220-240 50/60Hz, multivoltage available
Fixture modules is fixed, lock and no tiltable . 
Front  aluminum lamp bezel .
FINISH
Color Black ,white,silver, green, pink and yellow trim , other colours under demand are 
available.
ELECTRONICS
Big chip:3pcs 14×31mil chip per LED Sanan 2835SMD with high phosphor technology 
that provides consistent, stable color with CCT control of +/- 100K over life of the light 
engine. Base CRI is 80 with 2-step MacAdam Ellipse binning. High CRI is 97 with
1x2-step MacAdam Ellipse binning. Variety of electronic 120V/277V and dimming drivers 
is available.
CONSTRUCTION
Housing constructed of cold rolled steel and powdercoated to resist corrosion.
Trim fabricated from steel and finished to specification.
CODE COMPLIANCE
CE and RoHS certified to meet EU and other countries  standards.
Life time >30,000 hours (Ta 25˚ C)
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Reference Power [D] diameter [I] Installation

SC60060 60W Ø600mm Surface mounted

Reference Lumens Driver [1] CCT [2} Beam Finishes [3] CRI Options [4] Weight

SC60060 60W ~5200lm Built in driver 2700K, 3000K, 4000K 170˚
black , white, grey.,  
green , pink, yellow

CRI > 80 check notes(*) 0.19Kg

(*)Notes
[1] Driver: Kuhn, Lifud, Osram, eaglerise  Dimming : DALI, 1-10V, Triac as an option
[2] CCT: 2700K, 3000K, 4000K, other CCT also available. CRI  CRI > 80 as standard  CRI 90 and CRI 97 as an option
[3} Finishes: Black, white and grey, other finishes as an option
[4} Options: UGR<19 as an option
[5) Photometric curves: any requirement contact us

DESCRIPTION
DISK  60W LED surface ceiling  light. While you might 
be fond of this sleek look, you may not know all of 
the factors that contribute to creating perfect light-
ing in your home or business, because of simplicity 
and beautiful design of DISK series.
DISK series are a great option for  different areas 
as hotels, restaurants, museums, meeting rooms, 
hospitals, cafe, retail. Surface lights blend in with the 
ceiling, so they will not use as much space as tradi-
tional hanging light fixtures. Lights can be spaced 
evenly throughout a room. 

CONTENT TABLE product main technical data

Nelux architectural lighting reserves the right to make changes 
in dimensions and technical features of our products. Nelux 
continually works to improve our products without prior notice. 
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